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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is fast reaching all avenues of 

application. From retail to warehousing, tracking farm animals to monitoring 

medicine dosage in human body, traffic control to airport baggage control, it is 

penetrating all forums and industries and providing ease of deployment and 

automated visibility and management of inventories which was not possible with 

traditional barcodes.  

 

Along with its superiority over barcodes, RFID systems are also required to be cost-

effective to be fully integrated in commercial products. This means that the price of 

single tag has to be brought down enough so that it becomes feasible for large scale 

utilization. Consequently, the commercial tag, which is usually priced between 0.05-

0.1 USD, can only contain basic hardware for few logical functions. Hence instead of 

complex cryptographic solutions, light-weight protocols that require relatively small 

amount of computations need to be designed to provide security.   



 

viii 

  

In this thesis, ultra-lightweight RFID security protocols are examined in light of their 

security provisions and susceptibility to certain attacks. In particular, 

LMAP++ protocol presented by Tieyan Li in 2008, is studied and a full disclosure 

attack presented by Wang Shao-hui et al. in 2012 is applied. It has been seen that this 

attack is successful and certain new observations have been highlighted. 

  

Next, Strong Authentication and Strong Integrity (SASI) protocol, proposed by 

Hung-Yu Chien in 2007, and Gossamer protocol, proposed by Pedro Peris-Lopez et 

al. in 2009 to overcome the weakness of LMAP++ have been studied; and a 

probabilistic attack presented by Eslam Gamal Ahmed in 2010 has been applied on 

Gossamer. It has been found in this thesis that this attack is unsuccessful, and 

Gossamer Protocol is in fact, secure against this attack. Further, a Denial-of-Service 

attack has also been proposed against Gossamer protocol.  
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Radyo Frekansı ile Tanımlama (RFID) teknolojisi, pek çok uygulama alanına hızla 

yayılmaktadır. Perakendeden depolamaya, çiftlik hayvanı takibinden insan vücuduna 

uygun ilaç dozajının gözlemlenmesine, trafik kontrolünden havaalanı bagaj 

kontrolüne kadar her alana giren RFID sayesinde, geçmiş barkod sistemlerinde 

mümkün olmayan ölçüde dağıtım kolaylığı, stok yönetimi ve takip edilebilirlik 

sağlanmıştır. 

  

RFID sistemlerinin barkodlardaki kullanım üstünlüğe rağmen, ticari ürünlere 

tamamen entegre edilebilmeleri için maliyetin uygun olması gereklidir. Büyük 

ölçekli kullanımların anlam kazanması için kart fiyatının olabildiğince düşük 

tutulmalıdır. Genellikle 0,05$ - 0,1$ arasında fiyatlandırılan ticari kartlar sadece 

temel birkaç mantıksal fonksiyon donanımını içerebilir. Bu nedenle, güvenliği 

sağlayan karmaşık kriptografik çözümler yerine, görece az hesaplama içeren hafif-

ağırlıklı protokoller tasarlanmalıdır. 

 



 

x 

Bu tezde, ultra-hafif RFID güvenlik protokolleri, sağladıkları güvenlik koşulları ve 

belirli saldırılara karşı duyarlılıkları ışığında incelenmiştir. Özel olarak, 2008 yılında 

Tieyan Li tarafından tasarlanan LMAP++ protokolü üzerinde çalışılmış ve 2012’de 

Wang Shao-hui ile arkadaşlarının LMAP++ için önerdiği tam-açığa-çıkarma-saldırısı 

uygulanmıştır. Çalışmamız sonucunda, bu saldırının başarılı olduğu görülerek bazı 

yeni gözlemler vurgulanmıştır. 

 

Daha sonra, LMAP++‘ın zayıflıklarını gidermek için 2007 yılında Hung-Yu Chien 

tarafından tasarlanan Güçlü Kimlik Doğrulama ve Güçlü Bütünlük (SASI) protokolü 

ve 2009’da Pedro Peris-Lopez ve arkadaşları tarafından önerilen Gossamer protokolü 

üzerinde çalışılmıştır. 2010 yılında Eslam Gamal Ahmed tarafından sunulan olasılık 

atağı Gossamer protokolüne uygulanarak saldırının başarısız olduğu, Gossamer 

protokolünün olasılık atağına karşı dayanıklılığı gösterilmiştir. Ayrıca, Gossamer 

protokolüne karşı bir Hizmet-Reddi (Denial-of-Service) saldırısı önerilmiştir. 

 

 

Anahtar Kelimeler: RFID, Güvenlik, Protokol, LMAP, Gossamer 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In the world where Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is 

becoming ubiquitous, it  is becoming increasingly difficult for a 

novice user to even understand all the risks he is being placed under 

unknowingly, what to talk of guarding his privacy against these risks. 

The thoroughly informed attacker, on the other  hand, has complete 

tools at his disposal to play havoc in the lives of RFID product 

consumers. Even the manufacturers of RFID products and the 

inventory owners of RFID tagged items have the technical ability to 

monitor their products even after they are n o longer in their 

ownership.  

 

In order to promote fair practices in the utilization of RFID devices, 

Garfinkel proposed an ‘RFID Bill of Rights’ [1], to put forward the 

rights of RFID system consumers and purchasers. His proposal 

included the following poin ts:  

 

 The Right of Knowledge: A person should be made aware if a 

product contains RFID tag.  

 The Right of Removal:  A person should be able to de -activate,  

destroy or remove the associated RFID tags, upon purchase of 

an item.  

 The Right of Alternatives:  Upon declining an RFID-enabled 

device or choosing to de-activate it ,  a person should not be 

penalized through a restriction, which he would not be facing 

if he retained his RFID tags in action. (For example, refusal to 

return a product to shop, not being able t o travel on a road 

which accepts only RFID toll .)   
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 The Right of Amendment:  A person should be able to know 

the exact contents of his tag’s information and he should be 

able to correct i t ,  i f i t  is incorrect.  

 The Right of Whereabouts: A person should know why, where 

and when his tag’s information is being transmitted, read or 

used.  

 

The aim of proving security on the RFID system i s to uphold these 

basic principles and to prevent attackers from using the system 

components for their malicious activities. The use of cryptographic 

encryption schemes is ideally suited for this security purpose but the 

low cost of commercial tag does not allow complex solutions.  

 

The rest of this chapter outlines the key concepts in RFID technology 

and its security.  In Chapter 2, different security proposals presented 

over the time are reviewed. In Chapter 3, LMAP++  is presented [2], 

and its disclosure attack [3] is  verified. In Chapter 4, the Gossamer 

protocol proposed by P. Peris-Lopez et al[4] and the related attack by 

E. G. Ahmed [5] are reviewed. We show in Section 4.4 that the attack 

proposed in [5] does not work. Additionally, we propose a Denial -of-

Service (DoS) attack against Gossamer protocol  in Section 4.5 .  

 

1.1 Automatic Identification and Data Capture   

Automatic Identification and Data Capture (AIDC) also commonly 

referred to as “Automatic Identification,” “Auto -ID,” and "Automatic 

Data Capture" is  the collection of technologies through which data is  

sensed from an object automatically and compared with an electronic 

database to provide identification. These typically include the sensing 

of images, sound, video or Radio Frequency (RF) emissions from the 

object , forming the basis of bar codes,  RFID, iris and facial  

recognition system (biometrics), magnetic stripes,  Optical Character 

Recognition (OCR),  smart cards and voice recognition systems. 
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1.2 Barcode  

A barcode system consists of an optical  scanner which is scrubbed 

across some machine-readable data printed on an object, and as it  

scans, the data is interpreted and used for identifying the object.   

The original barcodes systems use a system of parallel  lines whose 

width and spacing is varied to represent the data.  This is called the 

one-dimensional (1D) or linear representation (Fig. 1 .1).  Modern 

barcode data also consists of two dimensional (2D) systems formed 

through geometrical  shapes such as rectangles, hexagons and dots  

(Fig 1.2).  

  

Figure 1.1:  1D barcode data .  Figure 1.2:2D barcode data .  

 

1.3  Radio-Frequency Identification  (RFID) 

RFID is a technology through which electromagnetic waves are used 

to transfer data between two devices for the specific purposes of 

identifying and tracking objects containing those devices .   

RFID Technology has been around since 1970, but until recently, i t  

has been too expensive to use on a large scale.  The original  tags had 

complex systems of metal coils,  antennae and glass (Fig.  

1.3).However, modern systems are composed of a silicon based 

microchip, antenna and an optional battery (Fig. 1.4).  

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Coil  and Antenna Tag Assembly.  
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The ability to provide identification without physical contact creates 

vast  avenues of application, which have previously been exploited 

through bar codes.  

 

  

 
 

 

Figure 1.4:  Modern RFID Tag.  

 

RFID have several  advantages over barcodes, such as foll ows:-  

 

 Unlike barcodes,  in which each line item is required to be 

manually aligned by a laborer, RFID readers do not work in 

optical  domain and hence, they offer much higher level of 

automation as they do not require a direct  line of sight.  

 This also results in robustness, as the electronic reader can be 

packaged in plastic cover,  since i t is  not required to be exposed 

on the outside of the object.  

 The RFID tag can be re-writ ten electronicall y,  while the 

information printed on a barcode cannot be altered.  

 RFID also provide much higher rates of 40+ tags per second, 

while the barcode typically scans two items per second, when it  

is perfectly aligned. Alignment issues further increase the scan 

time considerably in barcodes.   
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 RFID can also provide greater distance coverage, upto 300 feet,  

while barcodes are limited  up to 15 feet.  

 The security of RFID is superior to barcodes, which are 

displayed on the out and can be easily reproduced. Encryption 

and password protection can secure the RFID information 

stored on a tag, along with a host of added security features 

added electronically,  since there is no physical  limitation.  

 

All these features make RFID the most suitable technology for a wide 

range of applications such as access management, warehousing, 

tracking humans and animals , toll collection, contactless payment to 

name a few.  

 

1.4  Real Life Applications of RFID 

Some areas, where RFID is being used greatly l isted below : 

Retail :  Provides warehousing and supply chain visibility,  resulting  in 

real-time asset  management, contactless payment.  

Access Management: Limiting entry in secured environments  

Tracking  of goods, people, livestock, airport baggage , medicines 

inside human body etc.  

Traffic:  Toll collection on roads is  carried out automatically.  

Vehicles have an RFID tag mounted on them and as they pass a point, 

the reader notes the tag’s ID and the toll is automatically deducted 

from the account linked for that vehicle.  

Smartdust (for massively distributed sensor networks):  Large 

numbers of small -sized RFID tags are distributed over a large area 

and can form a network to sense and transmit required information , 

e.g., the volcanic activity,  enemy movement in battlefield , etc. 

 

Some areas where RFID is envisioned to influence vastly are as 

follows:  
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 Real time inventory management through the use of a ‘smart’ 

shelf,  which can identify the addition and removal of i tems.  

 Self-aware storage, which knows all  its contents,  will  eradicate 

the need to look for stored items.  

 Lost and found would be simplified where each found item will 

identify itself and the owner can be located or the  owner can 

query his  lost item for i ts location.  

 Automated homes, where the refrigerator signals to the supplier 

to ship a used-up item, microwave-oven reads cooking 

instructions from food packages, self -aware medicine cabinets 

and laundry machines. See [6] and [7] for more examples.  

 Over-speeding vehicles are automatically fined when they 

crosses a speed gun l inked to an RFID reader .  

 Monitoring medicine dosage of patients.  

 

1.5  Working Mechanism 

A typical  RFID system consists of the following components  [8]: 

 RFID tag to carry identification data .  

 The reader to read and write tag data.  

 The electronic database to store tag records  

 Communication channel of RF medium  

 

At a basic level, each tag works in the same way (Fig.1.5), as follows:  

 

Step 1.  A reader continuously sends out inquir ies when it is 

active.  

Step 2.  When a tag comes in vicinity of the reader,  the 

electromagnetic energy f rom the reader activates the tag 

through induction circuitry.   

Step 3.  The tag replies to the reader by sending its data on 

modulated carrier, using energy harvested from the reader 

or power harvested from its own battery.   
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Step 4.  The reader receives this signal and demodu lates it  to 

interpret the data.  

Step 5.  The information is then compared to the database to carry 

out tag identification.  

 

Figure 1.5:  RFID Working Mechanism.  

 

1.6  RFID Tags 

Tags are physically labeled onto every object, which is required to be 

identified through the system. They are primarily composed of a 

microchip, which carries out storage and computations,  and is 

attached to a coupling element,  such as coil  antenna for transmission 

and reception. Based upon its utilization and cost , a tag can be 

designed as read-only, write-once-read-many (WORM), or re-

writable.  

In terms of onboard system power, tags  can be classified as active,  

semi-active or passive RFID tags [8].  

 

Active Tag:  A tag powered by its own battery is an active tag. It  has 

the ability to initiate its  own communication, as well as carrying out 

sense functionality in idle mode.   

 

Passive Tag:  A tag which does not contain its own battery and uses 

the electromagnetic energy of the inquiring reader to induce its own 

power is a passive tag.  The passive tag receives electromagnetic 

energy from the communication signal of the reader when it  

interrogates the tag. The tag uses inductive coupling, in the form of a 

coil or antenna to induce an electric current. This current charges the 
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onboard capacitor,  providing power and voltage to the tag for carrying 

out its operations. Hence, this type of tag is completely powered -off 

when there is no reader to provide the energy.  

 

Semi-Active Tag :  A semi-active or semi-passive tag contains its own 

battery but relies on the reader’s electromagnetic energy to charge it .  

This concept is being applied to increase the life of RFID systems in 

hard to reach environments , where physical access to the tag becomes 

almost impossible, e.g . Smart-dust .  

 

Passive tags have shortest ranges but are typically the easiest and 

cheapest to manufacture. Both the cost and range increase with semi -

active tags, and the active tags provide the largest ranges with a 

matching high cost.   

 

1.7  Tag Classification Based Upon Functionality  

Tags may fall  into classes 0 -4,  with added functionality in each hi gher 

class [8].  

 

Class 0: Class 0 tags are passive devices which do not contain any 

programmed logic or memory. They only announce their presence 

without offering any specific identification. This type of tag is 

commonly found on CDs and library books.  

 

Class 1: Class 1 tags  contain read-only memory (ROM) or write-once-

read-many memory (WORM). They give specific product -based 

identification. They are mostly passive, but may be semi -active or 

active as well.   

 

Class 2:  Tags falling in this category have read -write memory, 

because of which they can log events. Their abili ty to be written again 

allows them to be re-used for a new product. They are primarily semi-

active or active but can be passive as well .  
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Class 3:  Class 3 tags contain sensors for measuring environmental  

variables such as temperature,  acceleration, motion etc.  They are 

semi-active or active devices and contain writable memory to take 

readings  

 

Table 1.1:  Tag Functionali ty Classes, reproduced from [8]  

 

Class  Application  Memory  Power 

Source  

Features  

0  Anti -Shoplift  

Tags  

None  Passive  Article 

Surveil lance  

1  EPC*  Read-Only  Any  Identification Only  

2  EPC*  Read-Write  Any  Data Logging  

3  Sensor Tags  Read-Write  Semi-Passive 

or Active  

Environmental  

Sensors  

4  Smart Dust  Read-Write  Active  Ad Hoc 

Networking  

* Electronic Product Code (EPC) Tags  

 

Class 4: Tags with networking capabilities to communicate and create 

ad-hoc network with surrounding tags fall in this category. Since they 

may have to initiate communication with other devices; they need to 

be active.  

 

Table 1.1 gives an overview of tag classes with respect to their 

functionality and applications [8]. 

 

1.8  EPC Tags 

Electronic Product Code (EPC) is a class of RFID tags which is 

extremely cheap to produce, for extremely large scale use on each line 

item in inventory management, supply chain control and retail  

checkout. It appears that this type will  replace barcode’s Universal 

Product Code (UPC) in retail.  EPC tags are essentially passive 

devices with 1000-10,000 gate count, and may use as less as 10µW of 
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power for each identification operation. They may have 96-512 bit  

read-only or fixed t ime re-writable memory [8].  

 

Hence, EPC stags cannot include public key cryptosystems such as 

RSA and NTRU, encryption schemes like DES and AES or even 

standard hash functions like SHA-1, due to the high computational 

requirements of these algorithms.  

 

1.9  RFID Readers  

Readers or interrogators quer y the tag to provide its identification 

through the RF medium.  Since readers are much fewer in number,  

compared to the tags, it  is cost effective to provide the bulk of 

complex computation at the reader;  hence they generally have a much 

greater processing power than the tags . The readers are also linked to 

the electronic database to provide authentication and identification of 

the tag.  

 

Readers also require much greater storage capacity to record the data 

from large number of tags. Readers may be mobile, hand held device 

or fixed to a location depending upon the application.  

 

A reader, providing basic functionali ty may cost only 5 USD. 

However a portable reader with wireless connection to database can 

cost  between 100-200 USD [8]. The relatively fewer number of 

readers can just ify their higher price.  

 

1.10  Database 

The back-end database may provide information about the product, 

movement history and key management related to a particular tag. For 

the purpose of designing a protocol, the database and reader are 

assumed as a single entity with a secure connection existing between 

them.   
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1.11  Communication Channel  

The frequencies on which the tag/ reader communicate are specified by 

the regulating government agency. When the reader modulates this 

carrier frequency with information, it  creates side -bands. Modulation 

of the carrier reduces the power available for harvesting at the tag. 

The spread of the band and the transmission power are restricted by 

government. Hence the amount of information that can be transmitted 

from the reader to the tag is l imited.  

 

The power received at the tag also decreases with the distance d  from 

the reader at a rate of1/d3or 1/d2 ,  depending upon whether it  has been 

harvested from electromagnetic coupling of near field or  the far field 

respectively [8].  

 

1.12  Coding and Modulation  

The data which is to be transmitted between the tag and reader, must 

be encoded in a suitable scheme, the choice of coding scheme and 

modulation govern how much bandwidth is uti lized and how much 

power is available at the tag. Since the forward channel from the 

reader to the tag is  active all the time, it  is subject to government 

regulations on bandwidth . However, the backward channel, from the 

tag to the reader only operates when inquired and hence  can support  a 

coding scheme giving high bandwidth.  

 

Apart from providing high power and narrow bandwidth on forward 

channel, another constraint is  to provide collision detection on the 

backward channel where multiple tags may be competing for the same 

reader.  Hence the coding scheme used for forward channel may be 

Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) (Fig 1.6) due to its  low bandwidth 

and higher power,  while the backward channel is favored by 

Manchester Coding (Fig 1.7) due to its collision detection capabili ty 

at a higher bandwidth [8].  
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Figure 1.6:  Pulse Position Modulation (PPM). 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7: Manchester Coding Scheme. 

 

The data code can be modulated through Amplitude Shift  Keying 

(ASK), Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) or Phase Shift Keying (PSK), 

(Fig 1.8) depending upon design requirements of power consumption, 

bandwidth and reliability [8].  

 

 

 

Figure 1.8: Amplitude Shift  Keying (ASK), Frequency Shift  Keying 

(FSK) and Phase Shift Keying (PSK) . 
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1.13  Frequency Channel  

The Industrial-Scientific-Medical (ISM) bands are uti lized for 

commercial  RFID systems. The most common frequencies are:   

 13.56MHz 

 902-928MHz 

 9-135kHz  

 

Each of these bands is subject to different regulations on bandwidth 

and power.  In order to avoid the backward channel f rom being 

jammed by the high powered forward channel, it  may be transmitted 

on a different frequency or on a subcarrier  [8].  

 

1.14  Collision Detection 

There is  also a need to provide collision detection and avoidance for  

the backward channel where a large number of tags may compete for a 

single reader. Since the tags are not able to communicate among 

themselves,  this task has to be undertaken by the r eader.  The reader 

sends out a query and all the tags wait for an amount of time, selected 

randomly from a fixed duration before replying. Since this waiting 

time is random, there is very small possibility that any two tags may 

have selected the same time and reply simultaneously. If this happens, 

the reader detects interference in the backward channel, and signals 

all tags to increase the fixed duration or the waiting window. Thus, in 

a densely populated scenario, the tags have to wait longer on average , 

and the throughput decreases.  The EPC Global standard for RFID 

specifies Slotted ALOHA anti-collision scheme[9].  

 

The International Organization for Standardization / International  

Electrotechnical Commission ( ISO/IEC) 15693 standard for RFID 

vicinity cards (range upto 50cm) specifies Amplitude Shift  

Keying with 10% or 100% modulation index and PPM for the forward 

channel while ASK with 100% modulation index or FSK and 

Manchester coding is to be used for backward channel [10]. A 
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summary of standards and their specifications are presented in Table 

1.2.  

 

1.15  Tag Constraints  

With so many diverse fields of use,  and tags required for each item, it  

is essential that the cost of a single tag is  economic enough to be used 

commercially.  High end application for high -value items uti lize tags 

priced in the range of 0.50–1.00 USD, where the higher price permits 

the use of strong cryptographic solutions running on high -end 

hardware to provide tag security. However, a single low -end tag is 

required to be priced between 0.05–0.10 USD, in order to be used 

significantly in commercial market [8]. Consider for example, a retail  

owner who has to buy 500,000,000 tags, for each line item on his 

inventory. A tag costing only 0.01 USD less will result in him saving 

5,000,000 USD. Hence he will have to justify the additional price he 

has to pay for any extra features l ike enhanced security.    

 

Consequently,  commercial tags are produced with low specifications 

to meet the price constraint . These limitations include the following:  

 

 Limited storage capacity of few hundred bits  

 Limited number of logical  functions due to only a few 

thousand gates present on the chip.   

 No on-board battery, hence the tag only powers up while 

being interrogated by the reader; it  cannot carry out 

background calculations in idle time.  

 Low gain on board antenna and power const raints limiting 

the transmission distance and quality.   

 Packaging in paper which does not provide tamper 

resistance.  

 As per rule of thumb, every 1,000 gates on the chip increase 

the price by 1 cent [8].  
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Table 1.2:  RF Specifications for Different Standards.  

 

Standard ISO/IEC14443  

[11]  

ISO/IEC15693  [10]  EPCGlobal[9]  

Appl icat ion  Proximi ty 

contac tless  cards 

upto10cm 

Vic ini ty contac tless  

cards upto  50cm 

For  a l l  goods,   

upto  2m 

For-

ward 

chan-

nel  

Carrier  fc=13.56MHz fc=13.56MHz 860-960MHz 

(depending on 

loca l  regula t ions)  

divided into  

channels 

(200kHz,  

500kHz)  

Modula-

t ion  

ASK 100% ASK 10% or  100% ASK  

Coding  Modif ied Mil ler  PPM ‘1 out  o f 4 ’  o r  

‘1 out  o f 256 ’  

PIE 

Band-

width  

106-847kbps  26,48kbps or  

1 .65kbps  

26.7-128kbps  

Back-

ward 

chan-

nel  

Sub-

carrier  

fc /16 - fc  /128  Single:  fc /32  

Dual :  fc /28, fc /32  

 

Modulat

ion 

Load modulat ion   ASK or  PSK 

Coding  OOK or  

Manchester  

One subcarrier :  

(subcarr ie r)(unmod

ulated t ime)=0,  

reverse=1  

Two subcarriers :  

(subcarr1)( subcarr2

)=0,  reverse=1  

Reader  decides  

Band-

width  

106-847kbps  Lo w: 0 .6kbps ,   

High:  26kbps  

FM0 baseband 

(40-640kbps)  

Mil ler  o f  a  

subcarr ier (5 -

320kbps)  
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All these constraints make it infeasible to use strong cryptographic 

solutions to secure a commercial tag, hence lightweight algorithms 

and protocols , based upon simple logical operations are designed to 

function in the constraint hardware.   

 

1.16  Security Risks 

With such vast deployment and so many limitations, RFID tags are 

prime targets for cryptographic attacks. Tags can be hacked to provide 

access to secure locations. They can provide location information for 

the tagged objector person, which may be dangero us in wrong hands. 

Combining details about a tag from multiple tag locations can lead to 

an individual’s profile of movement, transactions and social 

interactions.  

 

By eavesdropping in on legitimate conversation, an attacker can use 

the recording to fake i t in any setting;  e.g., toll collection can be 

avoided by fooling the syst em. In devices permitting read/write 

access, the attacker can manipulate the data contents of the tag. In an 

environment relying heavily on RFID systems for tracking, Denial of  

Service (DoS) attacks can disrupt all system operations.   

 

The information obtained from tags in a department store can be used 

to make inventories and establish supply and demand patterns , which 

may be useful to rival agencies.  It  can assist in theft of a product and 

its replacement with others by forging a fake tag.  

 

Hence any tag/reader system has to be designed to cater for these 

security concerns and provide adequate safeguard against  attacks, 

while staying in its low-price budget.  

 

1.17  Types of Attacks  

Mitrokotsa et al. present a detailed classification of RFID attacks, 

based upon the layer of operation [12].  A brief summary of attacks 

important in the context of this work is presented as follows . 
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 Eavesdropping :  When an attacker listens to a legitimate 

conversation, in an attempt to find the secrets.  

 Unauthorized Tag Reading and Tag Cloning:  The attacker is able to 

impersonate as the tag and communicate  with the reader; or 

when it  acts as the reader and quer ies the tag, in order to obtain 

its secret.   Mutual authentication is used to nullify this attack.  

 Tracking: The attacker listens to the transmissions over time, 

in anticipation that by learning past  data, he can predict and 

impersonate the future response.  

 Replay Attack :  The attacker replays the previously 

eavesdropped messages from a legitimate reader/ tag, in order to 

provide its own authentication.  

 De-synchronization Attack :  The attacker forces the reader/ tag 

to fall  onto different states of a secret variable. This happens 

when it prevents either the tag or the reader from receiving the 

other’s authentication, when its own authentication has already 

been transmitted and established. Consequently, one device 

updates the state of the secret variable, while the one not 

having received the authentication stays behind.   

 Disclosure Attack:  It  is an attempt to find the secret 

information by transmission of data modified from previously 

eavesdropped messages, to see the impact on the reply.   

 

1.18  Forward Security 

This is the ability of the reader/ tag system to maintain data integrity 

in the event of al l the previous data on the tag being divulged. In case 

the tag becomes physically compromised, and the attacker obtains all 

secret information on it,  even then he cannot predict the future 

messages.  
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1.19  Hash Function 

A Hash Function converts a data of arbitrary length to a fixed size 

dataset,  called the hash value or simply,  the hash. The function has 

the following properties:  

 Given a data, it  is easy to calculate its hash. Thus, if a message 

m has a hash value h ,  such that h=hash(m), then knowing m ,  it  

is easy to compute h .   

 Given a hash, it  is computationall y infeasible to calculate the 

actual data. From the previous analogy, this means that  

knowing h ,  it  is impractical  to calculate m .  

 Small changes in data result in large variations in the hash. See 

Fig 1.9 for the SHA-1 hash function  

 It  is  not feasible to find two different data having the same 

hash. If h1=hash(m1) and h2=hash(m2), then if m1≠m2  ,  then 

practicallyh1≠h2 .  

 

 

 

Figure 1.9 :  SHA-1 Hash Values for Marginally Different Texts .  

 

Hash functions find applications in all areas where information is to 

be transmitted, keeping its integrity intact.   Some areas are the 

following:  

 

Digital Signatures :  Messages are sent along with pre -calculated hash 

values. Upon reception, the hash values are calculated again and 

compared to the original ones. If there has been even a slight change 
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in the message, the hashes will not match and the receiver will detect  

that  the message has been changed after sending.  

 

Password Protection and Verifications: Servers store their users’ 

passwords in the form of hashes, since storing all passwords in 

original form can lead to a security breach. However, it  is not easy to 

find the original  password from the stored hash. When a passwo rd is 

entered, its hash is freshly calculated and compared to the one stored 

against that user in the database. Upon matching, password is 

accepted.  

 

Identification: Hashes allow for fast  look up of data from an 

established database, hence they can be used as file or data 

identifiers.  

 

Key Derivation and Pseudorandom Number Generation (PRNGs):  

Hashes are used to generate new keys or pseudorandom numbers from 

an original number or key.   
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CHAPTER 2 

 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 

 

The object of securing low-cost RFID devices is extremely 

challenging since they are highly resource -restrained and incapable of 

supporting strong cryptography.  

 

Over the years, a number of lightweight schemes, relying on functions 

like simple hash, reduced AES, bit-wise operations,  such as modular 

additions, exclusive OR, AND etc . have been proposed to provide 

security and their subsequent weaknesses have also been identified. 

Our work summarizes these proposals to provide an understanding of  

the major concepts in these developments.  

 

This chapter is organized as follows:  Sections2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 describe 

Hash lock schemes [8]and NH algorithm [13,14].  Various other 

proposals are listed in Section 2.4. Silent Tree Walking algorithm by 

Weis [8] is reviewed in Section 2.5 while the  adaptation of Hopper 

Blum (HB) algorithm to RFID [15] is discussed in Section 2.6.  Section 

2.7 presents different approaches for consumer security and Section 

2.8 describes blocker tags,  both proposed by Juelet al.  [16]. The 

chapter is concluded in Section 2.9 with a description of Ultra-light 

Mutual Authentication Protocols (UMAP) presented by Peris-Lopez et  

al.  [17,18,19].  

 

2.1 Hash Lock 

  

In [8], security proposals based upon hash function were presented to 

protect the integrity of the reader/tag channel in low -cost RFID 

devices.  
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In this scheme, the tag is ‘locked’ by the reader, meaning that it  does 

not offer any functionality,  until it  gets  ‘unlocked’.  The tag’s ID and 

hash(ID)(called meta-ID) are stored in reader database as well as on 

the tag. The tag stays in ‘locked’ state in which it replies to all  

queries with its meta-ID. The legitimate reader compares the received 

meta-ID in its database to find the corresponding ID. It transmits the 

ID to the tag which then calculates hash(ID). If hash(ID) matches 

meta-ID, tag is unlocked.  

 

2.2 Randomized Hash Lock  

In this adapted version of hash lock[8], the tag finds a random nonce 

R and calculates meta-ID as the hash of the concatenation of ID and R.  

So,  

meta-ID = hash ( ID | | R )  

The tag transmits the concatenated message, R|| meta-ID in locked 

state.  The legitimate reader calculates hash (ID k  | | R) for all  k  number 

of tags in its database.  When it finds a match, it  t ransmits the 

corresponding ID back to the tag to unlock it.   

 

This scheme is not suitable if the number of tags associated in the 

database is very large, since it will take a lot of time to calcu late the 

hash for all tags, as required here. Also, the requirement of both hash 

function generation and pseudorandom number generation on the tag 

increases its price. Most importantly, there is no provision for secrecy 

as the ID may be eavesdropped since i t is transmitted openly. The 

privacy may be improved by transmitting hash(ID) by the reader in the 

last  stage, instead of ID.  

 

Most widely used hash functions include [20] and NSA developed hash 

functions, SHA0[21]  and SHA1[22]. However, attacks has been found 

against MD5 [23] and SHA0 [24,25,26] and SHA1[27] from 2004 to 

2009. A new function, Keccak [28] was selected as SHA2 after 

winning the National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) hash 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Institute_of_Standards_and_Technology
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function competition in 2012. SHA3 is to be proposed, based upon a 

version of Keccak.  

 

Solutions, based upon hash function have been proposed in 

[29,30,31].These solutions, however,  do not solve the practical 

problem of running hash functions on the strictly limited capacity of 

5000 to 10,000 logic gates present on the tag, of which only 250 -3000 

can be devoted to overall security tasks.  In [13],a lightweight hash 

function family NH has been proposed and improved in [14]which is 

described in the following section.  

 

2.3 NH Algorithm  

The message is padded to increase its bit-length to2k×64, where k  is  

the smallest possible integer . It is then broken down in blocks of 64 

bits. These blocks are fed into Adder 1  and Adder2  as m1  and 

m2consecutively.  The algorithm accepts 64 bit keys k1  and k2 .  The 

algorithm functions as shown in Fig. 2.1. The final  Adder3  

accumulates the results of all previous multiplications in a 128 bit 

result . Instead of a 64 bit scheme, the algorithm may be adapted to any 

given number of bits .  

 

This algorithm [13] requires minimal hardware to implement but its 

security is not guaranteed against  passive eavesdroppers.  

 

2.4 Other Proposals  

Schemes based upon concatenated hash function chains have been 

proposed [32] by Ohkubo et al.,  along with the introduction of 

pseudorandom key called Index-Pseudonyms (IDS). Juels [33] uses 

Pseudonym Throttling in one-time pseudo keys but the number of keys is 

exhaustive and needs to be renewed. Molnar et al . [34] present tree-

based private authentication, which reduces the workload of the reader 

with n  number of tags from O(n) to O(logn). This construction is 

further improved by Molnar et al. [35] to include ownership-transfer 

and time-limited delegation of IDS to reader from a Trusted Center 
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(TC). AES based mutual authentication protocol is  used by Feldhofer 

et al.  [36, 37].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Simplified Functional Diagram for NH, reproduced from [13] 

 

2.5 Silent Tree-Walking  

Weis [8] identifies that the high power transmissions from the reader 

are more susceptible to be eavesdropped than the lower power 

transmission from the passive tag.  

He explains a binary anti -collision scheme, in which the reader 

broadcasts the selected tag’s data bit, XORed with the previous bit  

(Fig.  2.2).  

Adder3  

Mult ipl ier 

Adder1  Adder2  

m 1  

64 b i t  

k 1  

64 b i t  

m 2  

64 b i t  

k 2  

64 b i t  

m a  

64 b i t  

m b  

64 b i t  

m o u t  

128 b i t  
128 b i t  

sum 
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Figure 2.2: Reader Selecting Tag 000 with Tree Walking Algorithm, from[8] 

 

2.6 Hopper-Blum Authentication  

The Hopper Blum (HB) [38] uses the concept of human-computer 

protocol,  which can be computed by a human and does not require 

complex computations. Drawing parallel between the low 

computational capabilities of a human to that  of a low-cost tag,  Weis 

applies HB authentication for RFID tags [15].  

 

The HB protocol is based upon the Learning Parity with Noise 

problem (LPN),  in which two parties, say Alice and Bob who share an 

n-bit secret a number x .  Suppose it is required that Alice wants to 

authenticate the identity of Bob, in such a way that neither party has 

to divulge the secret x  for security purposes. Alice sends Bob a 

random n-bit message called a .  Both parties calculate the dot product 

z= a.x  and Bob returns his calculated z  to Alice, who confirms Bob’s 

identity if  his result  is same as hers.  In  this scheme, a listener can 

only find the correct secret  x  half the time, since z∈{0,1}. However,  

an eavesdropper who captures O(n) rounds can deduce x  entirely.  To 

solve this, Bob intentionally sends the wrong bit for k  rounds out of 

total  q  rounds and Alice accepts result  if less than kq  parities are 

wrong.  
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HB protocol can be very efficient for low-cost devices since it only 

requires memory to store n-bit x  and simple AND and XOR logic to 

carry out the dot product. The random noise can be generated by diode 

breakdown, shot,  or thermal noise etc.  

 

This problem is close to that of finding the closest vector to a random 

linear error correcting code [39]. LPN is an NP-hard problem; whose 

hardness over random instances is  not verified. Using the best known 

algorithm for solving LPN, proposed by Blum, Ka lai, and Wasserman 

(BKW) [40] it  has been estimated by Weis [15] that following number 

of steps will  be taken roughly by BKW for solving this problem:  

 

 25 6  steps of computation for keys of length n  = 128 

 26 4steps for n  = 160 

 28 0  steps for n  = 224.  

 

2.7 Different Approaches for Consumer Privacy  

Juels et al. propose some out -of-the-box solutions to secure tags from 

unwanted tracking [16]. These include the following:  

 

Kill  Tag Approach :  The tag is issued command to permanently 

disable or ‘kill’ itself before being placed in the hands of consumers.  

This approach is  easy to implement but it  may not be the desired 

universal solution because some products might need to be returned 

and re-entered in inventory. Various other present or future scenarios 

for keeping the tags alive are presented in [ 16].  

 

Faraday Cage: The tag to be concealed is placed in a metal foil which 

stops certain frequencies of electromagnetic waves from penetration. 

This approach might be useful for small, valuable items but it  may not 

be practical for large bulky items.  

 

Active Jamming: Tags which are to be shielded should be 

accompanied by active jammers to block all  RFID readers functioning 
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in the vicinity.  It  might be i llegal if  the jamming power is high and 

may disrupt all legitimate readers and RFID applications under attack.    

 

2.8 Blocker Tags 

Blocker tags introduced by Juels [16],  work with the tree walking 

algorithm (described earlier in th is chapter) to provide tag security 

from unwanted readers . Blocker tags carry out passive jamming, by 

simulating all the 2 k  possible RFID tag serial numbers , for serial  

numbers having k  bits. This means that when the tree walking 

algorithm queries the next bit , the blocker tag transmits both 0 and 1 

all the time.  If  the reader has time and computational capabili ty to 

complete the algorithm in this circumstance, it  would detect all  

possible 2ktags to be present, effectively blocking the actual  tag. The 

blocker can be configured to selectively block only a subset of al l the 

tags.  

 

The blocker tag is  a powerful tool which may be used for consumer 

privacy in a positive manner against unwarranted readers. However,  

same may be used to block legitimate readers and assist in malicious 

activities like product theft .  

 

2.9 Ultra Lightweight Mutual Authentication Protocols  

In 2006, a family of Ultra -lightweight Mutual Authentication 

Protocols (UMAP) was proposed by Peris-Lopez, Hernandez-Castro, 

Estevez-Tapiador and Ribagorda . These included the following:  

 

 EMAP: Efficient Mutual Authentication Protocol  [17]  

 LMAP: Lightweight Mutual Authentication Protocol [18] 

 M2AP:Minimalist Mutual Authentication Protocol [19] 

 

In 2008, Tieyan Li, presented the LMAP ++  authentication protocol [2],  

for the low cost RFID tag to avoid the weakness of LMAP. Being one 

of the main protocols that we examine in this work, LMAP ++  

authentication protocol is  described in Chapter 3.  
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2.9.1    EMAP: Efficient Mutual Authentication Protocol  

EMAP [17] introduces the 96 bit pseudorandom key called IDS, which 

is used in the reader database to identify the tag, instead of 

transmitting the actual , fixed tag identification ( ID) before 

authentication is carried out. The tag and the reader also share four 

common 96 bit keys, K1 ,  K2 ,  K3and  K4 .For any variable X, X(n) 

denotes the value of X  at state n .  

 

The communication is started by reader by saying hello.  When the tag 

receives this  inquiry, it  replies with its IDS. The reader compares the 

IDS in its database to find a match. It  generates 96 bit  random 

numbers n1  and n2  and sends messages A, B  and C  with the 

corresponding K1 ,  K2  and K3 ;where ⨁,  ∧ and ∨,  respectively denote 

bitwise XOR, AND and bitwise OR operations.  

 

A  = IDS(n) ⨁K1  (n) ⨁n1        (2.1)  

B  = (IDS(n)∨K2(n) ⨁n1        (2.2)  

C  = IDS(n) ⨁K3(n) ⨁n2        (2.3)  

 

The tag extracts the random number n1fromA  and B .  If they match, the 

tag authenticates the reader. In order to present its  own authentication 

to the reader,  the tag sends message D and E ,  after extracting n2from 

message C and using K4  and K1as follows. 

 

D  = (IDS(n) ∧ K4(n) ⨁n2        (2.4)  

E  = (IDS(n) ∧n1∨n2)⨁ID⨁K1(n) ⨁K2(n) ⨁K3(n) ⨁K4(n)   (2.5)  

 

Once both the tag and reader are mutually authenticated, IDS and keys 

are updated as follows  

 

IDS(n+1) = IDS(n) ⨁n2⨁K1(n)              (2.6)  

K1(n+1) = K1(n) ⨁n2⨁(ID(1:48) | |Fp(K4(n)) | |Fp(K3(n)))         (2.7)  

K2(n+1) = K2(n) ⨁n2⨁(Fp(K1(n) | |Fp(K4(n)) | |ID(49:96))  (2.8) 
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K3(n+1) = K3(n) ⨁n1⨁(ID(1:48) | |Fp(K4(n)) | |Fp(K2(n)))        (2.9) 

K4(n+1) = K4(n) ⨁n1⨁(Fp(K3(n)) | |Fp(K1(n)) | |ID(49:96)),     (2.10) 

 

where ID(1:48) and ID(49:96) denote the first and last 48 bits of ID 

respectively.   

 

Parity Function Fp(X):  The 96-bit number X is divided in twenty four 

4-bit blocks. A parity bit is taken from each block, getting 24 parity 

bits.  E.g., takingK4(n)= [0001001011001110……11010001] ,writing the 

96 bits of K4(n)in 4 bit blocks, Table 2.1 gives the value of 24 bit 

parity function as  Fp(K4(n))= [1101…10]  

 

Table 2.1:  Pari ty Function 

 

 Block 

1  

Block 

2  

Block 

3  

Block 

4  

….  Block 

23  

Block  

24  

K4(n)=  0001  0010  1100  1110  …..  1101  0101  

Parity bit  for each 

block (even)  

1  1  0  1  ….  1  0  

Fp(K4(n))  1  1  0  1  . . . . .  1  0  

 

 

Hence The EMAP protocol can be implemented in a less than 1000 

logic gates, but requires a small read -only memory ROM or small  

portion or rewritable memory EEPROM for storing the IDS and keys.  

 

2.9.2    LMAP: Lightweight Mutual Authentication Protocol  

The LMAP protocol [18] is similar to EMAP with slight variations in 

the tag’s response. Using similar terminology as Section 2.9.1, t he 

protocol uses only three keys K1 ,  K2  and K3  and the tag replies back 

only message D  for its authentication, using additions modulo 2m ,  for 

a bit-size m.  

 

D = (IDS(n)+ ID)⨁n1⨁n2       (2.11) 
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2.9.3    LMAP+  

In a simple extension of LMAP proposed in same paper [18], the 

reader will  store a fixed number of potential  IDS associated with a 

particular tag, in order to prevent de -synchronization attacks. When 

the tag’s reply message D  is blocked, the reader will store the value of 

IDS(n+1) in its database as the potential IDS. Each time, when the 

tag’s IDS does not match, it  is compared to potential IDS list to carry 

out authentication steps. After a complete mutual authentication step, 

the list of potential IDS is reset.   

 

2.9.4    M2AP: Minimalist Mutual Authentication Protocol  

The M2AP [19] is also similar to the other two protocols with slight 

differences in the application of the logical operators.  

 

These three protocols are efficient enough to be implemented in 250 -

3000 gates and provide better s ecuri ty than hash function based NH 

algorithms [13] and [14]. However, it  was found in [41], [42] and 

[43], that the secret  ID can be disclosed after eavesdropping some 

rounds of communication. This is based upon the fact that there are 

only modular additions and logical operations, which do not provide 

diffusion property; and each bit only affects those bits, which are on 

the more significant position of that bit ;  hence the least significant 

bits are independent.   
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CHAPTER 3 

 

MODELING OF EFFICIENT FULL DISCLOSURE 

ATTACK  

ON LMAP++  PROTOCOL 

 

3.1 Introduction 

RFIDs are replacing barcodes at every forum and are being used in 

wide-spread applications requiring tracking and authorization.  

However, their ubiquitous utilization poses a considerable security 

and privacy risk to organizations and individuals using th em. Since, a 

typical  tag provides ID upon being queried by any reader , i t  can be 

easily hacked by an attacker which reads out the data of the tag and 

copies it  to an unauthorized tag . This can result in vulnerabilities to 

eavesdropping, location privacy, s poofing, or denial of service.  

 

The low-cost,  low memory and low computational capabilities of 

these tags prevent expensive cryptographic solutions to secure the 

stored information from unauthorized users. Hence light -weight 

authentication protocols are used to prevent unauthorized reade rs 

from gaining access as well as providing mutual authentication for 

authentic readers and authentic tags. As mentioned in Chapter 2,  

extremely lightweight protocols have been proposed in 2006 by Peris-

Lopez, Hernandez-Castro, Estevez-Tapiador, Ribagorda [17,18,19] 

and in 2007 by T. Li and G. Wang [44], focusing on bitwise 

operations like modular additions, XOR, AND etc . , compatible with 

the limited rewritable memory and limited computation power of 

passive RFID tags.  In 2008, Tieyan Li, presented the LMAP ++  

authentication protocol [2] for the low cost  RFID tag to avoid the 

weakness of LMAP.  
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On the other hand, passive attacks on light -weight protocols take 

advantage of their reliance on simple bitwise operations. In 2012, W. 

Shao-hui et al . [3] described the algorithm to attack LMAP ++ ,  based 

upon eavesdropped information. Described attack falls in the network -

transport layer, as shown in Fig. 3.1.  

 

In this work, the attack on LMAP ++  presented in [3] is verified and 

found that minimum 5 rounds are required for guessing the secret 

random number, instead of 20, as originally considered in [ 3].   

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Classification of RFID Attacks, Based on Layer of  Operation 

reproduced from [12].  

 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, LMAP ++  protocol  

[2] is overviewed. The algorithm of the attack [3] mounted on 

LMAP++  is described in Section 3.3. Simulations and experimental  
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results are elaborated in Section 3.4 and 3.5.  The chapter is concluded 

in Section 3.6.  

 

3.2 LMAP++  Protocol  

In the LMAP++  protocol, each tag has a static identifier ID. In 

addition, each i t h  tag has a pseudonym IDS( i),which is used in 

transmissions, to avoid giving out the real tag ID , and two secret 

keys; i .e., K1(i) and K2(i). All three of these get updated after each  

successful run of the protocol. The values of IDS t ag ( i ) ,  K1 tag( i ) ,  and 

K2 tag( i )  at the n’th successful run of protocol are denoted by 

IDS (n )
t ag ( i ) ,  K1

(n )
t ag ( i ) ,  and K2

(n )
t ag ( i )  respectively.  Hence, in this 

protocol, the tag and the reader save the values ID t ag ( i ) ,  IDS (n )
t ag ( i ) ,  

K1
(n )

t ag( i ) ,  K2
(n )

t ag ( i )  in a table TT.  The information exchange between 

the reader and the tag is as described below.  

 

3.2.1 Tag Identification  

Reader sends hello to the tag. The tag replies by sending its  

IDS (n )
t ag ( i ) .  On receiving a IDS (n )

t ag ( i )  from a tag, the reader looks into 

TT .  If IDS (n )
t a g( i )  is present in TT,  the reader extracts the related 

K1
(n )

t ag( i )  and K2
(n )

t a g( i ) .  Otherwise,  the reader terminates the session.  

 

3.2.2 Mutual Authentication 

A random number r  is first generated by the reader. With rand the 

keys K1  and K2 ,  the reader then generates the messages A and B ,  using 

equations (3.1) and (3.2), and sends them to the tag; where ⊕ denotes 

XOR and + denotes addition mod 2k  (k  is the bit  size).  

A= (IDS ⊕K1) + r         (3.1) 

B  = IDS + K2 ⊕r         (3.2) 

 

The tag, upon receiving the messages A and B ,  calculates r1  from A 

and r2  from B ,  using the secret keys K1  and K2  separately.  If  r1  equals 

to r2 ,  reader is authenticated.  
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The tag now sends C  to the reader, using its static ID. The tag is 

successfully authenticated, if the reader can find a valid ID from 

message C .  

C  = (IDS + (ID ⊕r)) ⊕ (K1  + K2  + r)     (3.3)  

 

3.2.3 Key Updating 

After mutual authentication, both the tag and reader will  use the 

following equations to update the IDS, K1  and K2  :  

 

IDS (n ew)  = ((IDS + K1) ⊕r) + ((ID+ K2) ⊕r)   (3.4)  

K1
(n ew)  = (K1⊕r) + (IDS + K1  + ID)     (3.5)  

K2
(n ew)  = (K2⊕r) + (IDS + K1  + ID)     (3.6)  

 

3.3 The Attack Algorithm for LMAP ++  

The attack takes advantage of the inherent weakness of bit -wise 

operations (such as ⨁:  bitwise XOR, ∧ :  bitwise AND, ∨:  bitwise OR, 

and + modulo 2 kaddition). Each bit will  affect the same bit position or 

the bit with higher index positions, but have no influence on its lower 

bit, so the least significant bits are independent.  

The data can be broken into chunks, and exhaustive search is run on 

the least significant chunk, independently.  The result of the lowest 

chunk can be concatenated with the more significant chunk to run 

exhaustive search on that size.  For example,  for an n  bit  data, divided 

into 4 chunks, the exhaustive search is reduced from 2 n to 4 × 2n / 4 .  

 

Prior to the attack, the attacker assumes a fixed number of 

conversations (m) between the RFID tag and the authentic reader,  

which will be spoofed by the unauthentic reader. Hence the reader has 

knowledge of following variables:  

 IDS(1)  till  IDS(m)   

 A(1)  till  A(m)   

 B(1)  till  B(m)   

 C(1)  t ill  C(m)   
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The attack proceeds as follows:  

(a) The unauthentic reader will  make a random guess for a fixed  k 

number of least significant bits of the variable r (1 ) ,  say r (1 )(1:k) .  Using 

this guess it will calculate K1
(1 )(1:k),K2

(1 )(1:k) , ID(1:k) ,using equations 

(3.1), (3.2) and (3.3).  

 

(b) It  will further calculate the new updated IDS (2 )(1:k) .  and keys 

K1
(2 )(1:k),K2

(2 )(1:k) ,using equations (3.4) (3.5) and (3.6), and find the 

new r (2 )(1:k),by substituting the eavesdropped value of A (2 )(1:k) and 

calculated values of IDS (2 )(1:k)  and K1
(2 )(1:k)  in equation (3.1).  

 

(c) Finally,  the unauthentic reader will calculate 

B (2 )(1:k) ,C
(2 )(1:k)and IDS (3 )(1:k), and verify them against the 

eavesdropped values.   

 

If  they do not match, the guess is omitted and the above steps (a), (b) 

and (c) are repeated with a new guess. In this way, the calculations 

further proceed until  all  2kguesses of r (1 )(1:k) ,  are exhausted. For each 

guess, the attacker matches till  B ( m )(1:k),C ( m )(1:k) ,  and 

IDS (m )(1:k) ,noting only those guesses of r (1 )(1:k) ,  which provide 

perfect match for al l variables.  

 

After guessing r (1 )(1:k) ,  in this way, the attacker  now guesses 

r (1 )(k+1:2k) ,  and uses the concatenation of r (1 )(1:k) | |r (1 )(k+1:2k)to 

essentially follow the same steps as before to find  r (1 )(1:2k) , i .e.,  the 

first 2k  bits of r (1 ) .  Thus in steps of k ,  the attacker finds the value of 

r (1 )  completely,  and uses it to find the keys K1  and K2  and the unique 

identifier ID.  

 

3.4 Simulations  

There are two MATLAB code files (links can be found in  appendix): 

‘data.m’ and ‘attack.m’.  

 

The code ‘data.m’ generates the m  eavesdropped values of A ,  B  and C  
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based upon randomly generated values of ID, IDS (1 ) ,  K1
(1 ) ,  K2

(1 )  and 

r (1 )  tor ( m ) .  Bit size is kept at 48 bits. These random values can be 

changed to any 48 bit  number before being used to calculate A ,  B  and 

C .  Extension to 96 bit size can be obtained by running the algorithm 

twice. Once for bits 1 to 48 and the second time for bits numbered 49 -

96. 

 

The code ‘attack.m’ carries out the passive attack on the 

eavesdropped data.  The targeted variable is r (1 )  ,  because once this is 

known, equations (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) can be used to find K1 ,  K2  and 

ID. Following the theory outl ined in the paper [3], the first k  bits of 

r (1 )   are guessed. Since this guessing is based upon exhaustive search 

on 2k  data values for finding the candidates meeting the required 

cri teria, the choice of k  may be limited by computational power 

available.  Hence, in this work ,  k  has been chosen as <number of 

bits/4>, i.e. , k= 48/4 = 16. 

 

The algorithm proceeds as given in Section 3.3and shown in Fig. 3.2. 

A small number of guesses of r (1 )(1:k) ,  is selected, which meet the 

required criteria in full . Second exhaustive search is run for 

r (1 )(k+1:2k) ,  using the concatenated term r (1 )(1:2k) ,as given in  

equation (3.7), for each of the guesses short -listed for r (1 )(1:k) ,  in the 

previous step.  

 

r (1 )(1:2k)=r (1 )(1:k) | |r ( 1 )(k+1:2k)       (3.7) 
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Figure 3.2:   Simulation Steps for the Attack on LMAP+ +  Protocol  

 

Thus in total 4 exhaustive searches are run on 2 k  data values rather 

than full  brute exhaustive search of 2 4 k .  This is compared through  

equations (3.8) and (3.9)  

 4 × 2k  = O(2k)        (3.8) 

 1 × 24 k=O(24 k)        (3.9) 

 

3.5 Experimental Results  

The algorithm was run 100 times but the data generation was done 

randomly. So even though it was run 100 times, there was a chance of 

repetition of same set of eavesdropped parame ters. This probability is  

very slim since there are a total of ( m+4) 48-bit variables,  set 

randomly in data generation. These are:  

 

 r:m  values r (1 ) ,…, r ( m )  

 ID 

 IDS (1 )  

 K1
(1 )  

 K2
(1 )  
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 The number of rounds m  has been varied from 5 to 30, to see if it  

results in any change in the number of guesses. However, irrespective 

of m  from 5 to 30, the algorithm gives two results of secret  number 

(unless both guesses are the same, in which case one is omitted), both 

satisfying the eavesdropped criteria but one of these is true and the 

other is false.   

 

The number of bits n  was varied from 12 to 48. It provided correct  

guess of r (1 )  all  the t imes. On almost all occasions, it  also resulted in  

an additional incorrect value of r (1 )  ,  which also met the selection 

cri teria fully.  Hence, the algorithm reduced the number of guesses 

from 2n  to 2, of which one is correct. These guessed values are stored 

in variable ‘record4’ in the code.  

 

3.6 Conclusion 

In this way, the work presented in [3] on LMAP++  disclosure attack 

has been replicated and verified by our simulations on 48 bit data.  

The result gives two values of r (1 ) ,out of which one is the correct  

guess,  irrespective of the number of rounds between 5 -30,.  Hence the 

number of guesses is  reduced from 2 n  for n  bit data to just 2 by using 

this attack algorithm. Different approaches may also be tried out by 

using values of bit  search size k, other than n/4 used in this work.  

 

As highlighted in earlier work [3], the attack was successful  because 

the operators used in the protocol (XOR and modular addition), do not 

provide diffusion of the data bits. As a result, any data bit of the 

input variables effects only the bits which are of same indices or to 

the left of that bit with higher indices.  

 

As we will see in Chapter 4, protocols have been developed to provide 

diffusion effect through rotation operator, in order to overcome this 

weakness.   
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ATTACKING GOSSAMER RFID AUTHENTICATION 

PROTOCOL 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3, an overview of LMAP ++  RFID authentication protocol 

proposed in 2008 [2] and a related passive attack in 2012 [ 3] was 

given. The attack was successful in extracting the secret  value, based 

upon eavesdropped messages between the tag and the reader.  

 

SASI [45] and Gossamer [4] protocols have been proposed 

respectively in 2007 and 2009 to enhance the security of LMAP ++ 

through rotation and MIXBITS functions. However, attacks against 

these two protocols have also been attempted, in 20 08 [46] against 

SASI and in 2009 [47] and in 2010 [5] against Gossamer.  In this 

chapter, focus has been given to highlight weaknesses in a passive 

probabilist ic attack, described by E. G. Ahmed in [5].  Also, a type of 

continuous Denial of Service (DoS) attack is proposed against the tag 

operating on SASI and Gossamer protocol.  

 

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, an overview of 

SASI and Gossamer protocols is provided. In Section 4.3,  the 

probabilist ic passive attack is discussed, as described in [47] and [5].  

Section 4.4 highlights the weaknesses discovered in th is attack. In 

Section 4.5, the proposed DoS attack is explained. The chapter is  

concluded in Section 4.6.  
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4.2 SASI and Gossamer Protocol Overview  

 

4.2.1 SASI Protocol  

In 2007, Chien proposed a very interesting lightweight authentication 

protocol providing Strong Authentication and Strong Integrity (SASI) 

for low-cost RFID tags [45]. The main difference between LMAP and 

SASI is the inclusion of a non-triangular function, in the form of 

rotation. ROT(x ,y) is a circular shift of x ,  wt(y) positions to  the left 

where wt(y) denotes the Hamming weight of y .  

 

An index-pseudonym (IDS), the tag’s private identification (ID), and 

two keys (k1 ,k2) are stored both on the tag and in the back -end 

database.  Simple bitwise XOR ( ⨁), bitwise AND (∧), bitwise OR (∨), 

addition modulo 2N  (for N  number of bits) and left  rotation 

(ROT(x ,y)) are required on the tag. Additionally,  random number 

generation (i.e., n1  and n2) is required on the reader. The protocol is  

divided into three states: tag identification, mutual aut hentication and 

updating phase.  

 

In the identification phase, the reader sends a “hello” message to the 

tag, and the tag answers with its IDS. The reader then finds the ID 

and keys, k1  and k2 ,  from its database corresponding to that part icular 

IDS, and then initiates the mutual authentication. In this, the reader 

and the tag authenticate each other,  and the index -pseudonym and the 

keys are subsequently updated. Details are shown in Fig. 4.1.  
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Figure 4.1:  SASI (Strong Authentication and Strong Integrity) Protocol  

 

4.2.2 Gossamer Protocol  

The Gossamer scheme is similar to SASI with two differences in the 

calculation of the parameters. ROT(x ,y) performs a left circular shift 

on the value of x ,  (y  mod N) positions for a given value of number of 

bits (N). A lightweight function called MIXBITS is included, 

containing bitwise right shift (>>) and additions mod 2 n .  MIXBITS 

operation is defined as follows.  

 

Z  = MIXBITS(X ,Y)             (4.1) 

---------------------------  

Z  = X;  

for (i=0; i<32; i=i+1)  

{Z  = (Z>>1) + Z  + Z  + Y ;} ,  

 

Where Z>>1 implies a right circular shift by 1.  This means that we are 

carrying out the addition operation 32 t imes , and at  any i th state,   

 

Z(i)= (Z(i-1) >> 1 ) + Z(i-1) + Z( i-1) + Y    (for i  = 1:32) 

And Z(0) = X.  
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The protocol proceeds in three stages as follows:  

The reader first sends a “hello” message to the tag, which answers 

with its potential next IDS. With it,  the reader tries to find an 

identical  entry in the database.  If this search succeeds, the mutual 

authentication phase starts. Otherwise the reader requests the old IDS 

from the tag and its match is searched in the reader database. The 

mutual authentication and updating phases are carried out as shown in 

Fig. 4.2, where k1andk2  are the mutually known secret keys and n1  and  

n2are nonces, randomly selected by the reader. Variables A, B, C, D, 

k1*, k2*, n3  and n1 'are calculated and updated as shown in Fig.  4.2.  

 

 

    † π = 0x3243F6A8885A308D313198A2 (L= 96 bits).  

 

Figure 4.2:  Gossamer Protocol.  
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4.3  Probabilistic Attack 

Based upon the definition of ROT(x ,y) operator stated in Section 

4.2.1, it  is reasoned in [47] that ROT(x ,y) can perform 0 to 95 

rotations for a 96-bit  number. So if all rotations are equally probable, 

the probability of zero rotation is 1/96. Using this theory that one out 

of every 96 number gives no rotation, the probabilist ic attack 

described in [5] is as follows:  

 

Looking at  the equation for C  in Gossamer protocol given by Fig. 4.2,   

 

C  = ROT ((ROT (n3+ k1*+π +n1 ' ,  n3) + k2*⨁n1 ' ,  n2)  ⨁n1 '  (4.2) 

wheren3  = MIXBITS(n1 ,n2) and n1 '= MIXBITS(n3 ,  n2).     

If  n1=0 mod 96 (i .e, it  gives zero rotation) and also n2=0 mod 96 (the 

probability of this happening is 1/96 × 1/96 = 1/9216), then [ 5] states 

that n3  and n1 '  are also 0 mod 96 since MIXBITS(0mod96, 0mod96) = 

0mod96. 

 

Based upon this reasoning, the authors simplify equation (4.2) to  

C  = k1* + π + k2*.        (4.3) 

 

Similarly the equation for D  in the protocol is   

D  = ROT((ROT(n2+k2*+  ID+n1 ' ,  n2) +k1*+n1 ' ,  n3) +n1 '   (4.4) 

and it is simplified to  

D  = k1*+ID+k2*.        (4.5) 

 

The original equation for IDS n ext is   

IDSn ext=ROT((ROT(n1 '+k1*+IDS+n2 ' ,n1 ' )+k2*⨁n2 ' ,n3)⨁n2 '  (4.6) 

This is simplified to  

IDSn ext  = k1* + IDS + k2*.       (4.7) 

 

Equations (4.3), (4.5) and (4.7) are solved simultaneously to get  

C − π = IDSn ext  –  IDS.       (4.8) 

Thus if  two successive exchanges satisfy (4.8), then ID is determined.  
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A second similar at tack is also given in [5], based upon k1  and k2  

being 0 mod 96.  

 

4.4 Weaknesses  

It  has been found in this thesis that  the above mentioned attack in fact 

does not work for all  values of n1  and n2  due to the reasons explained 

below. 

 

4.4.1   MIXBITS(0mod96, 0mod96) is NOT 0mod96 

We notice that in general, MIXBITS (0mod96, 0mod 96) is not equal 

to 0mod96, on the contrary to the claim made in [5]. Looking at the 

structure of MIXBITS operator in equation (4.1), the result of 

MIXBITS(X ,Y) would be divisible by 96 if and only if (Z>>1) remains 

divisible by 96 after 32 cycles.   

 

This fact is illustrated in the following simplest example, where 

Z=MIXBITS(96,96) as defined by (4.1). The MATLAB code and 

functions developed to carry out this simulation are attached in the 

Appendix. The calculations have been assisted in part  by John 

D’Errico’s VPI functions for handling very large integers in  

MATLAB [48].  We have investigated this attack under two 

definit ions of the shift operator (>>):  

 

Definition 1:Z>>1 implies simple right shift of Z  by 1 bit with just 

discarding LSB and no carry-over of LSB to MSB. 

 

Definition 2:Z>>1 implies right circular shift of Z  by 1 bit with LSB 

shifted to MSB. 

 

4.4.1.1 Experimental Results with Definition 1  

Table 4.1 summarizes the results of Z  = MIXBITS(96,96)  based upon 

simple right shift  of Z, i .e.,  

Z>>1 = Z/2 (if Z  is even)  

Z>>1 = (Z-1)/2 (if Z  is odd).  
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As shown in the last column, Zmod96 is not equal to zero .  

 

Table 4.1:  Iterations of the Operation Z=MIXBITS(96,96) Defined by (4.1) 

and Definit ion 1  

 

Cycle  

No 

i  

Z ( i )=(Z ( i -1)>>1)+Z ( i -1 )+Z ( i -1)+ Y                                                

( i  =  1:32)  

And Z (0)  =  X               (X=Y =96 )  

(Z( i )>>1)  Z  mod 96  

0  96  48  =Z/2  (  Z  i s  even)  0  

1  336  168=Z/2  (Z i s  even)  48  

2  936  468=Z/2  (Z i s  even)  72  

3  2436 1218=Z/2  (Z i s  even)  36  

4  6186 3093=Z/2  (Z i s  even)  42  

5  15561 7780=(Z -1) /2   (Z  i s  odd)  9  

6  38998                19499 22  

7  97591               48795 55  

8  244073 122036              41  

9  610278             305139               6  

10  1525791              762895              63  

11  3814573              1907286 13  

12  9536528 4768264             80  

13  23841416             11920708             8  

14  59603636            29801818             20  

15  149009186            74504593 2  

16  372523061 186261530            53  

17  931307748           465653874           36  

18  2328269466           1164134733           90  

19  5820673761          2910336880 33  

20  14551684498 7275842249          82  

21  36379211341          18189605670          13  

22  90948028448         45474014224         32  

23  227370071216         113685035608 80  

24  568425178136 284212589068         56  

25  1421062945436        710531472718        92  

26  3552657363686        1776328681843        38  

27  8881643409311       4440821704655 95  

28  22204108523373 11102054261686       45  

29  55510271308528      27755135654264       16  

30  138775678271416      69387839135708      88  

31  346939195678636      173469597839318 76  

32  867347989196686  46  
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4.4.1.2 Experimental Results with Definition 2  

It  is  seen in the first five cycles, that  Z  is even and small -valued, 

hence Z>>1 corresponds to Z /2 and there is no carry-over of LSB to 

MSB. However,  after these five steps, the number is odd, so Z>>1 

results in circular shift and it no longer remains equivalent to Z /2.  

Table 4.2 shows the value of Z  after each of the 32 runs of the cycle.  

It  is  clear that  Zmod96 is not zero.  

 

Table 4.2:  Iterations of the Operation Z=MIXBITS(96,96) Defined by (4.1) 

and Definit ion 2  

 

Cycle  

No 

i  

Z ( i )=  Z ( i -1)>>1 +  Z ( i -1 )  +  Z ( i -1)  +  Y                                                

( for  i  =  1:32)  

And Z (0)  =  X                 (X=Y =96 )  

(Z( i )>>1)  Z mod 

96  

0  96  48  =Z/2  (  Z  i s  even)  0  

1  336  168=Z/2  (Z i s  even)  48  

2  936  468=Z/2  (Z i s  even)  72  

3  2436 1218=Z/2  (Z i s  even)  36  

4  6186 3093=Z/2  (Z i s  even)  42  

5  15561 39614081257132168796771982948 9  

6  39614081257132168796772014166 19807040628566084398386007083 54  

7  19807040628566084398386085175       49517601571415210995965017755 23  

8  9903520314283042199193237865 44565841414273689896368594100      73  

9  64372882042839774294755069926       32186441021419887147377534963 70  

10  2475880078570760549799774239 40852021296417549071671862287      95  

11  45803781453559070171271410861      62515971983911703882407680598 77  

12  74895372376765506631406552080 37447686188382753315703276040      16  

13  28782105913385091391428479624      14391052956692545695714239812 8  

14  71955264783462728478571199156 35977632391731364239285599578      20  

15  21431836930128146009340097314      10715918465064073004670048657 66  

16  53579592325320365023350243381 66403877419792351308447096858       21  

17  15106737041904406168059683044      7553368520952203084029841522 4  

18  37766842604761015420149207706 18883421302380507710074603853      58  

19  15188943997638200956829069025      47208553255951269275186509680 33  

20  77586441251227671188844647826 38793220625613835594422323913      18  

21  35509778099540502785023718989      57368970306902420189283834662 13  

22  49160363991719088165787322400 24580181995859544082893661200      0  

23  43672747465033382820924355760      21836373732516691410462177880 80  

24  29953706148319119458766939160 14976853074159559729383469580      88  

25  74884265370797798646917347996      37442132685398899323458673998 28  
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26  28754338398465821430205469414 14377169199232910715102734707      38  

27  71885845996164553575513673631 75557004255214445584528811983 95  

28  60872371219014877548468258669 70050266866639607571006104502      45  

29  33338684276140687480854721264 16669342138070343740427360632 16  

30  4118548176087381108592852920 2059274088043690554296426460       24  

31  10296370440218452771482132396 5148185220109226385741066198 12  

32  25740926100546131928705331086  78  

 

4.4.1.3   Verification of Our Implementation of MIXBITS function  

The correctness of our MIXBITS function, as per the original  

definit ion by Peris-Lopez et al.  in 2008 [4] has been verified through 

repeated calculations with smaller numbers to facili tate 

understanding. The following Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show the 

results of our function for X  = 36 and Y  = 48 and by reducing the 

number of bits from 96 to 6 and finding Z= MIXBITS (36,48); where 

36mod6=48mod6=0.  

 

Table 4.3:  Iterations of the operation Z=MIXBITS(36,48) for 6 bit  numbers 

using definit ion 1.  

 

i  Z ( i )=  Z ( i -1)>>1 +  Z ( i -1 )  +  Z ( i -1)  +  Y                              

( for  i  =  1:32)  And Z (0)  =  X                  

(X=36,  Y  =48 )  

(Z( i )>>1)  

Def ini t ion 1:S imple r ig ht  shi f t  

Z>>1= Z/2  ( for even)  

Z>>1= (Z-1 ) /2  ( for odd)  

Z 

mod 6  

0  36  36 /2=18  0  

1  18+36+36+48=138=10 mo d2 6  10 /2=5  4      

2  5+10+10+48=73 =9 mod2 6  (9 -1) /2=4  3  

3  6  3  0  

4  63  31  3  

5  13  6  1  

6  16  8  4  

7  24  12  0  

8  44  22  2  

9  30  15  0  

10  59  29  5  

11  3  1  3  

12  55  27  1  

13  57  28        3  

14  62  31  2  
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15  11  5  5  

16  11  5  5  

17  11  5  5  

18  11  5  5  

19  11  5  5  

20  11  5  5  

21  11  5  5  

22  11  5  5  

23  11  5  5  

24  11  5  5  

25  11  5  5  

26  11  5  5  

27  11  5  5  

28  11  5  5  

29  11  5  5  

30  11  5  5  

31  11  5  5  

32  11   5  

 

 

Table 4.4:  Iterations of the operation Z=MIXBITS(36,48) for 6 bit  numbers 

using definit ion 2.  

 

i  Z ( i )=  Z ( i -1)>>1 +  Z ( i -1 )  +  Z ( i -1)  +  Y                              

( for  i  =  1:32)  

And Z (0)  =  X                  

(X=36 ,  Y  =48)  

(Z( i )>>1)  

Def ini t ion 2:Circular r ig ht  

shi f t  

Z>>1= Z/2  ( for even)  

Z>>1= [1 | |  (Z-1 ) /2]  ( for  odd)  

Z 

mod 6  

0  36  36 /2=18  0  

1  18+36+36+48=138=10 mo d2 6  10 /2=5  4  

2  5+10+10+48=73 =9 mod2 6  (9 -1) /2=4 ,  Z>>1=[1  | |  0  0  1  0  

0]=36 

3  

3  38   19  2  

4  15  39  3  

5  53  58  5   

6  20  10  2  

7  34  17  4  

8  5  34  5  

9  28  14  4  

10  54  27  0  

11  55  59  1  

12  25  44  1  

13  14  7  2  
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14  19   41  1  

15  63  63  3  

16  45  54  3  

17  0  0  0  

18  48  24  0  

19  40  20  4  

20  20  10  2  

21  34  17  4  

22  5  34  5  

23  28  14  4  

24  54  27  0  

25  55  59  1  

26  25  44  1  

27  14  7  2  

28  19  41  1  

29  63  63  3  

30  45  54  3  

31  0  0  0  

32  48   0  

 

 

4.4.2    X + 0 mod96 ≠ X mod29 6 .  

Apart from this, another major assumption in deriving equations (4.3),  

(4.5) and (4.7) is that X  + 0 mod96 = X  mod29 6 .  This is not always 

true. For example, in equation (4.2), if we assu me that MIXBITS(0 

mod96, 0 mod96) is 0 mod96, then n1 ,  n2 ,  n3  and n1 '  are all 0 mod96, 

then from equation (4.2),  one obtains  

 

C  = ROT ((ROT (n3+ k1*+π +n1 ' ,  n3) +k2*⨁n1 ' ) ,n2)⨁n1 '   

 C  = ROT ((n3+ k1*+π +n1 '  + k2* ⨁n1 ' ) ,  n2)  ⨁n1 '   

 C  = (n3+ k1*+π +n1 '  + k2* ⨁n1 '  )  ⨁n1 '      

 C  = n3+ k1*+π +n1 '  + k2*.      (4.9) 

 

Taking n1=331 5×96, n2=73 1×96, n3=92 7×96 and n1 '=34 5×96, (all 0 mod 

96), and random 96 bit integers  k1*andk2*as:  

k1* = 9094947017729698254065673910 , 

k2* = 39471584120696360772557148814  

Actually,  n3=MIXBITS(n1 ,n2) ,  which gives:  
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n3  = 11424553711812222373416411920 = 80mod96.  

But equation (4.3) is obtained from (4.2) by assuming that  n3  is  

0mod96, hence,  with this value of  n3 ,  we cannot move beyond 

equation (4.2).   

 

Weakness 1 explained in  Section 4.4.1,  says that  n3  is  not 0mod96. 

However,  in order to show that  there is  another weakness present in 

the attack, which is  independent from weakness 1, we assume that  

weakness 1 does not exist.  Hence we assume  that the values 

of n3  and n1 ' are 0mod96 in our further work to show tha t  even if 

weakness 1  were not present,  there is  another weakness existing in the 

original work which would st ill  render it  ineffective.   

 
From equation (4.9),  we get C= 69704466517325153205336477936.  

Whereas,  from equation (4.3), C= k1* + π + k2*, we get  

C  = 64121808151013478595023951984. 

 

The most we can say is that C  is congruent to k1* + π + k2* mod96 or 

that C  –  (k1* + π + k2*) = 0 mod96. (The code for carrying out the 

large numbers addition is attached in the Appendix.)  

 

4.5  Proposed Denial of Service (DoS) Attack 

Various active attack scenarios against Gossamer protocol are 

presented in [47]. A DoS attack is an attempt to make a machine or 

network resource unavailable to its intended  users.  It is an active 

attack since the attacker transmits fake m essages and blocks 

legit imate ones rather than just passively eavesdropping. Looking at  

the similarities of SASI and Gossamer input/outputs,  this at tack can 

be implemented on both protocols. The attack that we propose against  

Gossamer and SASI can be described as follows.  

 

We assume that the attacker can form a relay channel between the tag 

and the reader, as shown in Fig.  4.3. It  can listen to messages 
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exchange, generate its own messages and also block the 

communication channel between the two when i t pleases.   

 

This attack makes use of the fact that the tag has no way of  

establishing that the data (A ,  B ,  C  values, as defined in Fig. 4.2) 

being sent to i t ,  is a repetitive set  for a part icular value of IDS.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.3:  The Attacker Relay.  

 

(a)  The attacker eavesdrops on a legitimate session 1,  

capturing the values IDS 1 ,  A1 ,  B1 ,  C1 ,  D1 ,  as defined in Fig. 4.2.  

Both the reader and the tag move to the potential new value 

IDS2 .  

  

(b)  The attacker now intervenes and sends hello message to 

the tag. The tag responds with IDS 2 .   

 

(c)  The attacker claims this is not recognized and asks for 

the old IDS. The tag responds with IDS 1 .   

 

(d)  The attacker sends the recorded data A1 ,  B1 ,  C1  to the tag.  

The tag calculates C1  and authenticates the attacker. It updates 

IDS1  to IDS2  and sends D1  to the attacker.  The attacker may 

choose to block D1  from being received at the reader to prevent 

 

 

 

Reader 

 

 

 

Attacker 

 

 

 

Tag 
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giving clue about the attack. However, it  does not matter to the 

tag under attack at present whether D1  is received or not.  

 

(e)  The attacker repeats steps (b) to (d) continuously,  as 

shown in Fig. 4.4, till  the required time to prevent the tag from 

listening and replying to any legitimate query and wasting its 

limited computational resources on repetit ive calculations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Attacker      Tag 

 

Figure 4.4 :  The Attack Loop.  

 

4.6  Conclusion  

The probabilistic attack presented in Section 4.4 has been investigated 

with two possible definitions of shift  operator (>> 1):  

a) Simple 1 bit-shift to the right that  discards the LSB  

b) 1 bit circular shift  to the right.  

The weaknesses in the attack arise from the fact that  since 96=25×3, 

as we repeatedly divide the number by 2,  we can no lo nger guarantee 

that  the number remains  divisible by 96. Circular shift  operator 

further disrupts divisibility by 2,because when numbers get large and 

the circular shift relocates the LSB (Least significant bit)  to MSB 

(most significant bit), the order of the number is completely changed 

and thus divisibility by any specific number cannot be guaranteed .   

 

D1 

 

IDS1 

 

IDS2 

 

 

 

while (required 

condition) 

 

 

 

hello 

 
Request for old  IDS 

 

A1 B1 C1 
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The experiment has been repeated for smaller number of bits (10 -48) 

to ease in understanding and same weakness has been found. The 

attack would have been successful  if  the protocol had defined left -

shift in MIXBITS, instead of right -shift as a left -shift is equivalent to 

multiplication by 2.  But if  the value of nounces n1  and n2  were very 

large, then again this attack would fail  due to the circular shift  of 

MSB to LSB. These experiments have been carried out using the same 

code with minor changes.  

 

The DoS attack presented in Section 4.5 makes use of the fact that  

since the tag is computationally small -scaled, it  has no random 

number generation. This implies that  for a particular set of {IDS, A ,  

B ,  C}, it  will always respond in a similar manner. Also, i t  cannot 

recognize that it  is receiving the same parameters repeatedly.  Hence 

the attacker forces it to carry out the same calculations again and 

again without recognizing the repetitions.   

 

Unlike the DoS attack presented in [47], this attacker transmits actual 

eavesdropped values of A ,  B  and C  and not just random data. Hence it 

additionally forces the tag to authenticate the attacker, update its  

secret values and transmit D ,  substantially increasing its operation 

time. Thus the limited resources present o n the tag are fully engaged 

and the tag is unable to respond to a legit imate query, till  the time the 

attacker relay is removed from between.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

RFID is a powerful technology, which is innovating the way we live 

our lives. It is  especially useful in managing large number of items  in 

places where fast , automated responses are valuable such as those in 

retail  and warehousing,  access control for secure locations,  baggage 

management at airports and livestock tracking, to name a few. Apart  

from its numerous benefits , RFID poses a big threat if used for 

malicious activities. It can help track the buying patterns and 

movements of persons, their social interactions and their li kes and 

dislikes. In wrong hands , RFID communication information can be 

disastrous as it  can cause security breaches,  thefts and violation of 

personal privacy.   

 

Hence, a number of light-weight proposals have been presented over 

time and summarized in Chapter 2 to guard the tag/ reader channel 

from illegitimate users.   

 

Since the light-weight protocols are restricted to the use of only basic 

and simple ari thmetic operators (AND, OR, XOR etc), it  is easier to 

conceive their weaknesses and counter -attacks,  as was obtained for 

LMAP++  protocol, discussed in Chapter 3 [2,3]. In our work, the attack 

on LMAP++  has been simulated and experimentally verified to be 

successful , along with certain newer observations.   

 

Nevertheless, the aim of counter -attacks is only to improve the 

security feature, keeping in line with the principles proposed by 

Garfinkel  [1]. The improvements on LMAP ++ ,  in the form of SASI and 

Gossamer protocol are discussed in Chapter 4 along with some attacks 

proposed on them [4,5,45,46,47].The work conducted in this regard 
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finds the attack presented in [5] not to be as successful and hence the 

security of Gossamer is sti ll  an open  question. In our work, two 

weaknesses have been found in the attack and experimentally verified , 

using two different definit ions of operators implied by the Gossamer 

protocol architecture . These weaknesses render the attack ineffective,  

and the structure of the Gossamer protocol leaves lit tle room for 

mounting a similar attack . However, we manage to define a new 

active continuous DoS attack on Gossamer in Section 4.5.  

 

Although Gossamer provides more security than its predecessors, the 

inclusion of MIXBITS and ROT operators at 96 bits of data increases 

the tag’s workload greatly and it cannot be classified under ‘ultra -

lightweight’ protocols. For future work, a middle-man approach may 

be adopted to the protocol to reduce the workload of MIXBITS, while 

providing its highly desired diffusion property. This may be based 

upon a reduction of number of rounds in MIXBITS from 32 to some 

lower number where the required diffusion is satisfied , tested through 

traceability and disclosure attacks. Also, it  may be looked into 

introducing random number generation in tag or possible memory 

addition to guard against our proposed attack, while keeping the cost  

in check.   
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APPENDIX 

 

 

 

MATLAB CODES 

 

 

In this appendix, we give the online links to the MATLAB codes 

writ ten to verify the attack on LMAP ++ ,  as discussed in Chapter 3 and 

the codes written for examining the weaknesses of Gossamer attack, 

in reference with Chapter 4.  

 

data.m - Code for Data Setup in LMAP + +  Attack 

https:/ /drive.google.com/file/d/0B1vzAyyEsfZWNE9oRTlvTVJ0cEE/e

dit?usp=sharing  

 

 

attack.m –  Code for Running the Attack on LMAP ++  

https:/ /drive.google.com/file/d/0B1vzAyyEsfZWVDNUUXc2dERLVV

k/edit?usp=sharing 

 

 

Code For Examining Weakness 1 in Gossamer Attack  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cB7Hp7BIP1RZ7dIO-eyfSVxTac-

hP0QRxy0EirpGv7I/edit?usp=sharing 

 

 

Code For Examining Weakness 2 in Gossamer Atta ck 

https:/ /docs.google.com/document/d/1RfFZXFvS746WqxyDW -

tQ6ecSxlzhoHJv49ujylmjzSM/edit?usp=sharing  

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1vzAyyEsfZWNE9oRTlvTVJ0cEE/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1vzAyyEsfZWNE9oRTlvTVJ0cEE/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1vzAyyEsfZWVDNUUXc2dERLVVk/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1vzAyyEsfZWVDNUUXc2dERLVVk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cB7Hp7BIP1RZ7dIO-eyfSVxTac-hP0QRxy0EirpGv7I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cB7Hp7BIP1RZ7dIO-eyfSVxTac-hP0QRxy0EirpGv7I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RfFZXFvS746WqxyDW-tQ6ecSxlzhoHJv49ujylmjzSM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RfFZXFvS746WqxyDW-tQ6ecSxlzhoHJv49ujylmjzSM/edit?usp=sharing
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